
Planning for Explanation-Driven 
Science
Welcome! We are glad you are here! 

Introduce yourself to someone new and 
share the following…
- Your dream summer break trip?
- Why are you here today?



1. How can phenomena or storylines be used to 
develop curiosity and wonder among students?

2. How could a lesson be designed to support 
students in constructing scientific explanations?

3. What is needed  to help students write and talk as 
scientists?

Why are you here?



What do you think makes up a good 
science lesson?
What parts are needed for students to understand the 
lesson?

Consider This…



Engage: 
Look inside the box.  

What do you see?

Focus Question: How does light help me see?



Using the materials at your table, conduct experiments to 
explore how light helps us see.

As you explore, write ideas on post-its.  One post-it per idea…

How does light help me see?

What I Notice… What I Wonder…

Explore: How does light help me see?



Let’s Share: How does light help me see?

What I Notice What I Wonder…

Create a Classroom Driving Question Board: 
- Organize these into Groups

- Groups then write a question that can be 
investigated for each category



How could we investigate this?

Investigation Question: 
What do we see when we look into a place where all 

the outside light is blocked from getting in?

From the Driving Question Board: 
Organize these into Groups



Explain: How does light help me see?

Pupil: lets light into 
your eye



Explain: How does light help me see?



Content 
Explanations

Content Representations:
Children’s Book

Short Video
Demonstration
Model/Diagram

Other Content Links

Explain: How does light help me see?



Back to the Focus Question:
How does light help me see?

Claim: (Answer to the focus question)
Evidence: (What data/observations support your claim?)
Reasoning: (Why does this data support your claim? This is where content is applied.)

Claim: I can see objects when light shines on them.

Evidence: When I looked inside the box with no light, I could not see any shapes. When 
the flashlight was shining on the objects, I could see all of them.

Reasoning: Light bounces off an object and reaches my eye. Without light, I cannot see 
the object.



1-PS4-2.
Make observations to construct an evidence-based account that objects in 
darkness can be seen only when illuminated.

4-PS4-2.
Develop a model to describe that light reflecting from objects and entering the 
eye allows objects to be seen.

MS-PS4-2.
Develop and use a model to describe that waves are reflected, absorbed, or 
transmitted through various materials.

NGSS & Olathe Science Standards



Activity

Making Sense of Science through Phenomena 
and Storylines

Activity

Activity

Unpacking of Big 
Science Idea 
(learning goal)

ABC
Activity Before Content



Using a Coherent Content Storyline to Frame Planning

❏ One main learning goal
❏ Focus questions direct learning of learning goal
❏ Activities to match the learning goals
❏ Content representations match the learning goals
❏ Link new learning to other content ideas
❏ Key ideas and activities sequenced appropriately
❏ Synthesis of key ideas (writing, talking, modeling)

The Construction Work



Appropriate Sequencing of Activities
- Build towards a BIG PICTURE explanation
- Relate to the students’ world

Revisit the Focus Question Constantly
- Track their new learning and new thinking

- Whole class or individual student notebooks
- Discuss ideas and ask questions

- Model curiosity and thinking aloud
- Continue to revise models

Tips for Success…



❏ Constructing a coherent content storyline is not an 
insurance policy
❏ Students need to have opportunities to construct scientific 

explanations

❏ Writing and Talking
❏ Making sense of the data 
❏ CER

Constructing Scientific 
Explanations



You don’t have to have 
all the answers…



Contact Information

Sheila Cabanas
sjcabanas@olatheschools.org

Nicole Bishop
nrbishop@olatheschools.org

mailto:sjcabanas@olatheschools.org
mailto:nrbishop@olatheschools.org


Resources

NGSS Phenomena https://www.ngssphenomena.com/

NGSS Storylines https://www.nextgenstorylines.org/

The Wonder of Science https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenal 

Wonderopolis https://wonderopolis.org/

Unit Storyline Unit Storyline: Light

https://www.ngssphenomena.com/
https://www.nextgenstorylines.org/
https://thewonderofscience.com/phenomenal
https://wonderopolis.org/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vSxtQatuD9PHrSHkaTrIZAfkf3hiZ-HMoSiSx3UDDro/edit

